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Repliques is a male face to face duet, where flight and fall will look like one. The show is intended as gra-
duated  responses which go crescendo.

Two motorized mobile cubes  set on circular rails , they are facing. The public is placed 

around. Like a mirror effect, performers will be identical to insist on  the  replica theme 

Little by little the units will start moving adding another difficulty for the performers.As a mat-

ter of fact the acrobat dancers will be able to look at each other, imitate each other and 

react .An ideal situation to test numerous  vertigo possibilities,  an awakening of senses. 

The two cubes will offer an incredible pedestal which will allow the public eyes to circulate easily

The mobile cubes will in turns change into a springboard, a diving board.  Reciprocity will not show 

through the perception of the apparatus, but really through the private body to body language . 

No drama or lyrism thoughout this very work but rather a joyful quest to go beyond one’s limit. 

WORKING NOTES

......................



Topic
The content of the show is based on the topic of 
the replica to explore the interpretation issue. 
How  movement, gesture can be performed 
when you are a dancer-acrobat or an acrobat-
dancer. There is a thin gap between the   genres 
nevertheless  it is fascinating
The dancer , more precisely his body chooses 
an interpretation depending on the risks he 
is ready to take  (challenge, stunt, acrobatics, 
poetry by insisting on fluidity, creative momen-
tum, perception. )
How will both performers find their own way 
through this perilous exercise of defying the 
law of gravity ?
The brotherly relationship  developping 
between the dancers is the common thread of 
the show,  through the dialogue they invent this 
fantastic journey.
It will be a strong and graphic show.



Scenography          

Duration : 35min
Play areas : Public spaces, street, parks, theaters...
Space of play : 11 x 11m de diameter
Public in 360° - possibility two or three sides
Smooth floor, no slope

Artits on tour : 4 personns

We can’t play if it’s raining or if the soil is wet
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